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Representative Legal Matters 

Joshua S. Wolkoff 

 

 Represents global food and beverage company in ongoing trademark and copyright litigation. 

 

 Obtained summary judgment on affirmative breach of contract claim and dismissing 
counterclaims for trademark infringement in ongoing technology transfer dispute. 
 

 Represents transnational consumer goods company in US trademark prosecution and disputes 

before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board. 
 

 Represents global retail bank in US trademark prosecution, enforcement, and disputes before 
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board. 

 

 Successfully defended claims of copyright infringement brought by photographer against 
luxury fashion house, as a result of advertising campaign. 
 

 Successfully defended claims of copyright infringement in action brought by textile designer 

against private label lingerie manufacturer and luxury department store. 
 
Prior to joining the Firm, Josh handled the following matters: 
 

 Obtained preliminary injunction on behalf of film producer against motion picture contributor 
in declaratory judgment action for non-infringement of copyright and sole authorship. Served 

as second chair in appeal, later affirmed by the Second Circuit, in important decision 
involving copyright co-ownership and the rights of collaborators. 
 

 Defended professional sports league and member team in trademark dispute concerning team 
name.  
 

 Defended preliminary injunction and ensuing litigation brought by competitor of leading 3D 
medical software developer, based on allegations of copyright infringement to enjoin sale of 
award-winning 3D medical app; settled favorably. 
 

 Defeated copyright infringement and right of publicity claims brought by model against major 

stock photography agency on motion to dismiss. 
 

 Member of litigation team defending book writer in copyright infringement lawsuit involving 
hit Broadway musical. 
 

 Successfully defended one of the world's largest independent press agencies and wire services 
against claims of direct and contributory copyright infringement, as well as violations under 
the DMCA. 
 

 Obtained preliminary injunction on behalf of European travel magazine licensor against 

domestic trademark licensee. 
 


